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Age UK has long argued that PPM users and those paying by SC should not be forced to 

pay a premium for their fuel12. The Government recently brought in temporary measures to 

better equalise the costs faced by PPM users – measures which are set to expire in March 

2024. Ofgem is using this consultation to review the options for addressing this in the 

longer term. The regulator has taken the welcome decision to also review the higher fees 

SC customers face too.  

We support the regulator’s option 2 proposals but strongly recommend Ofgem also enact 

its option 3 addition, ensuring both PPM and SC customers no longer face as steep a 

premium because of their payment method. In our below response we provide four 

reasons why the regulator should not discard option 3. 

 

Response 

 

Ofgem is proposing three options13: 

 

¶ Option 1 is to do nothing and leave things as they are.  

¶ Option 2 is to eliminate the standing charge premium paid by PPM customers by 

equalising these charges and Additional Support Credit (ASC) bad debt costs 

between DD and PPM customers.  

¶ Option 3 would be in addition to option 2, adding in broader equalisation of specific 

debt-related costs which would also reduce 
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to SC, which has higher cost implications due to its steeper fixed and debt related costs. 

The regulator is therefore proposing to just pursue option 2 and not enact option 3.  

 

However, there are four reasons Age UK believes Ofgem should reevaluate this choice. 

Firstly, option 3 does not fully remove the cost differential between DD and SC. This 

reduces the risk that large numbers of customers will rapidly switch from DD to SC as they 

will, in most cases, still be paying a higher price. Ofgem’s own research16 shows the most 

commonly cited reason for customers to opt for DD is actually convenience (49%), rather 

than it being cheaper (24%), and cost is by no means the only reason people will continue 

paying by DD, or indeed stay on a more expensive SC tariff. Ofgem should be mindful of 

this when it weighs up the risk of large volumes of customers switching to SC if it becomes 

cheaper.   

 

Secondly, Ofgem has not given sufficient weight to the role of barriers to market 

engagement. As the regulator rightly states, some customers cannot move from SC to DD 

for a variety of reasons (e.g. they do not have access to a bank account or they pay their 

bill by cash or cheque). Based on our experience, it is likely that there is a strong 

relationship between paying by SC and not having access to the internet or paying for 

goods and services by cash. Older people rely heavily on cash for their essential 

spending17 and face significant barriers to accessing the internet18 – particularly those 

aged 75+. Importantly, customers who are not online are less likely to switch supplier19, 

and market disengaged households are more likely to be struggling financially20. Given our 

research21 and experience indicates a higher proportion of older people pay by SC Ofgem 

must be mindful that its decision not to pursue option 3 is likely to disproportionately 

impact older customers, particularly those not online or paying for goods and services by 

cash or cheque. This has clear implications for the regulator’s obligations under the Public 

Sector Equality Duty as it pertains to age22 and its explicit statutory duty to ensure its 

policy decisions account for the interests of people of pensionable age23, given that older 

people will disproportionately be locked into paying by SC and forced to pay the 

associated higher price for their fuel.  

 

Thirdly, Ofgem must consider how market innovations, such as smart meters, may change 

preferred payment choices over the coming years as these innovations start delivering 

enhanced consumer choice. The fact that greater control is the most cited reason for 

customers to opt for SC (41%)24 is no surprise to us. When we speak with older people 

about payment types, they frequently cite that they pay by SC because it bypasses the 

need for estimated bills. While innovations like smart meters do present implementation 

issues for some consumers25, they also generally provide a far greater level of customer 

control and consumer choice. In the case of smart meters they reduce the need for 
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this may reduce the risk of consumers wanting to pay via SC, as they can actually 

maintain greater control using their existing DD.  

 

Finally, we question how much of the additional costs associated with SC are due to 

economies of scale. Far fewer households pay by SC (around 6%), than DD (84%), or 

even PPM (11%)26. It is therefore hard to know how much of the higher fixed costs 

associated with this payment type are baked in, and how much of it is because it is a 

relatively rare, and therefore expensive, method of payment to deliver. We’d be keen for 

Ofgem to further investigate this.  

 

With this in mind, we are aware that Ofgem considers option 3 will delay implementation 

before April 2024. We therefore recommend that the best approach is to implement option 

2 immediately and proceed to further investigate option 3 as a viable addition later in 2024, 

once the full implications of this change are better understood.     
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